
DEAN-ip Podcast on Lì chūn  

with Master Dean Li, Nicola & Tasso 




Here we have written down what Master Li said in the ip podcast: 

Lì chūn means that the year begins, from spring and onwards. Every new coming and we have a name. 

The parents have to (know) this information and really also (be) connected with this wish. Why do they 

take this particular name? Because of what? 

Every life wants to have children, even the trees or the virus.... They also want the next generation. 

Every living thing because of Next, always want the next generation. Otherwise how can human beings 

go on if without next generation. That is this growth and hope. 

How many worries are there now in China, for example, because of this virus so many people died but 

so few children were born. And even all the people are afraid now and don't marry like that and have 

children. These are big worries from the state. What does it mean afterwards? No hope. 

That is why every life wants to continue to have children for life to continue to master. Every year in 

nature, for example, certain animals no longer exist. Once everyone is afraid that they are gone, 

because no more children will come. Then of course there are worries. Like this Chinese panda, 

everybody worry, oh there are so few panda children, then they are gone from this world. Then it's a 

pity. That's why they support it, hopefully they're not all gone. A panda child is therefore even more 

"expensive" than a normal child.  

Circulation 

People go on and on, from circulation to circulation. Like this year Lì chūn. That comes from last year 

or the year before last - or 1000 years ago Lì chūn. Then of course that has the meaning that it comes 

from the ancestors. The one in front of you is the ancestors. And then now comes this Lì chūn. It's the 

same, "Lì chūn." You also come from before... from the ancestors - until now. 

There is always a season that repeats itself, just as people always see: people again, people again....  

Always through this spring, summer, autumn and winter. Everyone has this atmosphere, of course - just 

as your ancestors had the same atmosphere back then. But unfortunately the ancestors didn't 

understand about that time the way we do today. That's why the energy ran a little differently than it 

does with us now. For example, when we feel that something is still not beautiful... Actually, in each 

year, circulation, circulation, we naturally want to progress better and better. When we feel: ah, next 

year winter will come and these or these ancestors have ... missed it. When you feel that, and now 

winter is coming again and somebody, for example, your father, used to tell you, "Oh winter is too 

cold for me, that's when my problems/sickness became heavy, when it's winter or summer." If you feel 

that, or know that, or now through something you do (for example Dean Theatre, conscious sleeping) 

you notice something of this energy again, and for example something of it is missing, then you don't 

forget that and then this year, when it is summer, we do something really good for it. Then at that time 

the ancestors once missed something, so unlucky, but now of course we hope not to do such 

nonsense again.  

Very good for learning. Especially for ip, good for people. Why do we do ip and why with these 

solarterms. That's why we work with the ancestors... Everything we do with the Dean Method is for us 
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now and today in this life. Not just fantasy, just: already over. Just such a reality for us today. Always 

this anger and these things, restlessness.... It has to do with this topic. If you observe it well in this year, 

it helps the ancestors of that time very well to solve these problems.  

ip - Connection of two essences 

Like this yin and yang. When two essences are together, then a miracle happens. That's why always 

with two essences and together, then there is the miracle. Of course, we always hope for the miracle in 

our life. Otherwise it is boring, isn't it? No miracle, then really a pity. Even once we eat, we hope for 

the miracle to come. That's why even with a child we are waiting for that miracle. That's why when the 

father, mother, or husband and wife understand well, of course they don't just do it (sex). Of course 

you have to wait for the essence to come to do that (have a child). Of course, then there is more 

meaning. Then it happens better. 

Perceiving and using energy at the lantern festival 

We can always do that, like a celebration, we could do that every day! Every day wedding. Everybody 

is happy then. How happy it was the day you, Tasso, had the wedding. Ask your wife if we can do 

wedding every day or not, it's good for the world. It's the same with this festival (Lantern Festival). The 

energy is there anyway and how do we keep the energy flowing...? That is, people, if they don't forget 

that and keep living with it, like I just said: if every day is wedding, to live like that.... My God! 

Every day such a joy of life. That's very good, of course, if you can do that. You can't do it alone. You 

also have to ask the other person (your wife, for example) whether you do it or not. That is the 

meaning.  

Essence 

As in life or as today, of course, every day there is something important and something precious and 

something that you really want to pass on completely. Like the essence through the children - that 

onward. How old are you? Really, a lot of time in life is just like that, for the normal, for working.... 

There are certain points, for example, like a wedding, of course every day, oh so beautiful, I want the 

children to go on and on, that's the essence.  

Like (for example with Dean Theatre) you just find the good point. Like now with this spring festival. 

When we talk together, we hear from people what happens, what was the essence of these three days. 

Example: everybody has such good experiences. That's why there are many beautiful stories. Then it 

can be said for the essence: continue for the further. 

How poor people are. Just like with the father. There are perhaps many Germans or even Chinese who 

have lost this love and warm feeling (of the father, for example) from the very beginning. Then, of 

course, it is difficult in life to communicate with other people. Because this security is not there from 

the beginning, and not this love of one's own father.  

Of course, all life comes from love. Without love, how can we have sex? The dog doesn't have sex with 

every other dog right away either, does it? No, the dog has to find something that is there at some 

point. Just like you say that the hormones just fit. That means love, right? Then they do that. I even see 

that on the street. Many women say: Ah, my dog is a girl, he's looking for the boys. But there is even 

no one interesting. So poor. Bad. They always hope and hope every day and wait and wait on the 

street, but.... Of course they want to have children, not just for sex for sex. Of course if they have the 

children because of having sex once, that's great.  



It's like China now because there are few children. Before, the state said that each family could only 

have one child, otherwise they would be fined. Now it's very bad. If the woman doesn't have children, 

then there is a fine. Really bad the new law. Of course, they always do it this way one day and that way 

the next. For example, because of the virus, it was like this one day and like that the next. And of 

course the sperm donation, without a father and then - ok, you can "buy a professor", then it's 

expensive, and if you "buy a normal craftsman", then it's cheaper. 

When we tell this story, unfortunately.... Only concept, only... Make love like machine. If we make 

people like that, then we break more afterwards. My God, what does it mean?  

Like Russia once there is war, then they lost so many people. And then now they think: Oh my God, we 

don't have enough soldiers! Then of course they say: My God, everybody has to have children. Poor 

women, don't they? Thank God you're not a woman, are you, and not in China or? Great luck. 

Topic desire for children, artificial insemination  

Every human being - these varieties, just like flies or just like all animals. This circulation has nothing to 

do with trying (to have children), it is quite natural. For example, if you do a support (artificial) like this, 

do like this, do like this, even the other side is lost.  

For example in Hong Kong, before Hong Kong was so rich. That's why there were very strong benefits 

for people in Hong Kong. Then, of course, people could already grow old automatically. In Hong 

Kong, it was quite normal to live to 99 or 100 years old. But that's not good, in the end. Unfortunately, 

because there were so many of these old people, the young people of Hong Kong did not make more 

children again. Automatically, because with people there is always a quantity of their own in this world. 

Regulation by itself. Just like the flies from outside. If there are these old flies that are always there, 

then the young flies don't come either.  

... The scientists only ever do it with their heads. People have all the worries anyway, how the weather 

will be and how this and that will happen, they worry about everything. But in the end: once virus, and 

once war, and once ... all the worries from before are in vain and from the beginning. 

That's why we're back to the beginning. We just have to be careful not to have such bad luck or miss 

out on something like our ancestors did before. Then we can be a little happy again and not repeat 

the problems like our ancestors.  

Connection Essences Germany and China 

In every time there is every understanding. Now, in this moment, there is our understanding. Then, of 

course, we can make that connection. Like 50 or 100 years ago, from your ancestors, from your father, 

it was impossible to do that. That's why the opportunity and the understanding wasn't there yet. 

Doing it better together, understanding more and deeper 

Two essences - just because of that. We are good, Germany is good. But no matter how good, it 

means only one essence. We need two essences. Otherwise there is no miracle. Everyone can start 

anew. From your father to you, it means starting over. But repeating the same thing, unfortunately. The 

miracle is not yet a miracle like you are now. Further.  

When people have understood it from this point, then of course ip is quite different power and 

different essence even. Then people know: aha, what the meaning is and what they are doing.  


